Special Location

00 Not Applicable
01 Univerpass
02 Ramp
03 Bridge
04 Tunnel
05 Toll Booth
06 Cross-Over Island
07 On-Ramp/Parking Lot
08 Ramp & Bridge
91 Unknown

Street Ending

SL Alley
EV Avenue
BL Boulevard
BP Bypass
BR Bridge
CR Circle
CT Court
DR Drive
ET Extension
HW Highway
IY I-95
PA Public Institute
PK Pike
PL Place
PS Park System
PY Parkway
YF Y-Fwy
ST Street
TE Terrace
TN Tunnel
TW Thousand
TR Trail
RR Railroad
Q Square

Vehicle Make

Acura
Alfa Romeo
AM General
American Motors
Alston Martin
Audi
Aupin/Austin Healey
Aventi
Bertone
Bertone
Bertone
Bertone
BMW
Bugatti
Bruckway
BSA
Bultc
Cardi
Chevrolet
Chrysler
Chrysler
Chevrolet
 Dale
Datsun
Dodge
Ducati
Eagle Coach
Eldorado
Elliott
Eyesight
Ferrari
Film
Ferrari
Ferrari
Ford
Freightliner
Ferrari
Gazelle
Gazelle
Gazelle
GMC
Grauman
Harley-Davidson
Hillman
Honda
Hudson
Hyundai
Imperial
Infiniti
International Harvester
Iso
Jaguar
Jensen
Jeep
Kaiser Jeep
Kawasaki
Kenworth
Kia
Kia
Lamborghini
Land Rover
Lincoln
Lioho
Lexus
Maserati
Maserati
Mercedes-Benz
Merkur
Mitsubishi
Morgan
Mitsubishi
Mitsu
Moto Guzzi
Navistar
Nissan
Norton
O'Olds
Opel
Packard
Petersill
Peugeot
Playmouth
Porsche
Reliant British
Renault
Rolls Royce
Saab
Saturn
Simca

Vehicle Position

00 Not Applicable
01 Right Lane (Cut in)
02 Right Turn Lane
03 Left Lane
04 Left Turn Lane
05 Shoulder Lane
06 Center Line
07 Oncoming Traffic Lane
08 Left of Trafficway
09 Right of Trafficway
10 HOV Lane
11 Shoulder Right
12 Shoulder Left
13 One Lane Road
96 Other
99 Unknown

Movement

01 Going Straight
02 Slowly Stopping/Going in Lane
03 Stopped in Traffic Lane
04 Pausing/Changing Veh
05 Leaving a Parked Position
06 Parked
07 Entering a Parked Position
08 Trying to Avoid Animal, Ped, Object, Veh, etc.
09 Turning Right on Red
10 Turning Right
11 Turning Left on Red
12 Turning Left
13 Making a U-Turn
14 Jacking Up
15 Changing Lanes or Merging
16 Negotiating Curve - Right
17 Negotiating Curve - Left
98 Other
99 Unknown